
Key Technologies

Vacuum and mop 2-in-1 function
Auto-Empty Station: Dustbin Self-Clean
Presice mapping and path planning
Effectively absorbs smelly substances

Uncompromising Clean
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Presice mapping and path 
planning
TrueMapping creates systematic cleaning 
paths, thanks to an advanced laser-based 
LiDAR navigation system with industry-leading 
dToF sensors. DEEBOT N10 PLUS generates 
maps with 2x the coverage and 4x the precision 
of previous LDS mapping technology.

Effectively absorbs smelly 
substances
Breathe easy with our Antibacterial robotic 
vacuum cleaner. Its dust bag and filter 
effectively absorbs smelly substances, while the 
antibacterial feature ensures a hygienic clean. 
Upgrade your cleaning game and life in a fresh 
and healthy environment

Auto-Empty Station: Dustbin 
Self-Clean
Introducing the ultimate cleaning solution for 
your home - our auto-empty station to collect 
the dirt from the dust bin of the robot. With 
the ability to hold up to 60 days of dirt and 
debris, you can enjoy a cleaner home with less 
maintenance.

Vacuum and mop 2-in-1 function
Clean smarter, not harder with our advanced 
robot. TrueMapping 2.0  naviagtion + OZMO 
mopping system + 4300Pa suction power 
= spotless floors. Hands-free experience & 
simultaneous functioning performed with higher 
runtime, so you can relax while it does the work.

Say goodbye to tedious and time-consuming floor cleaning with our revolutionary robot! Equipped with 
TrueMapping 2.0 technology, our robot precisely maps and navigates your home for a thorough clean. 
The OZMO mopping system ensures spotless floors, while the powerful 4300Pa suction power picks 
up even the tiniest of dirt and debris. With longer runtime than the N8+ and an auto-empty station, our 
robot will save you time and energy, so you can sit back and relax. Upgrade your cleaning game and 
get it now!

Specification

Name DEEBOT N10 PLUS

Max working time (silent mode, vacuum only) ca. 300 min.

Charging time ca. 6.5 hrs.

Battery Li-ion, 5.200 mAh

Dust bin size (robot) 420 ml

Water tank size (robot) 240 ml

Station dust bag capacity 2.5 L

Noise level robot (vacuum & mop) ca. 65 dBA

Noise level dust collection ca. 81 dBA

Dust collection duration 20 sec.

Doorsill crossing (with mopping plate) 20 mm

Dimension of the robot 350 x 350 x 93 mm

Dimension of station 300 x 420 x 430 mm

Dimension of outer packaging 459 x 469 x 623 mm

Net weight DEEBOT ca. 4.2 kg

Net weight station ca. 4.4 kg

Gross weight (with outer packaging) ca. 13 kg

EAN EU 6943757617531

HIGH-EFFICIENT CLEANING PERFORMANCE IN-1-GO

1 DEEBOT N10 PLUS

1  Auto-empty station

1 Mopping pad plate

2  Mopping pads

1 Power cord

What‘s in the box

2 Side brushes

1  Antibacterial dust bag (pre-installed)

1  Antibacterial Filter (pre-installed)

1 Cleaning tool

1  User manual

ComfortablePractical Advanced Pure

Technical and design specifications may be changed in the course of continuous product improvement.     
Product testing is performed under standard lab conditions. Actual performance may vary. All images shown are for illustration purpose only and may slightly differ from the actual product.

Additional Features

Virtual boundary 
setting

Area specific time 
scheduling

Continous cleaning Multi-Floor mapping

Standard Features

Smart home 
compatible

Automatic updates

High efficiency filter

App control

Voice reporting Stair safety 
technology

One touch auto startAutomatic charging


